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Album: Doctor Strange Category: TV and movies 6 wallpapers Visit album Album: Deadpool Category: TV and movies 8 wallpapers Visit album Album: X-Men Category: TV and movies 21 wallpapers Visit album Album: Riddick Category: TV and movies 20 wallpapers Visit album Album:
Severity category: TV and movies 11 wallpapers Visit the weatherbug album has a list of features that serve to complete its accurate , precise location predictions. Stuff like a 16-level map overlay is already top-notch, along with weather and traffic cams for certain locations, but WeatherBug
Home features and lifestyle predictions take the app to extremely useful levels. Multiple Images WeatherBug is a free weather application that provides neighborhood-wide forecasts for 2.6 million locations worldwide. WeatherBug offers current, hourly and 10-day weather forecasts at all
locations, as well as bad weather alerts based on the user's GPS location. The application also provides lightning proximity alerts that detail whether lightning is dangerous and how far away it is, if any. With WeatherBug, users can view 16 different Google Maps overlays, including Doppler
radar, air pressure, traffic, alerts, and more. It also allows users to share weather information, alerts, forecasts, and photographs via email. Visit Tom's Guide for the best free apps for Android and the latest Android news and updates. And if you have android issues, check out the tips on
Tom's Guide forums. Download By Peter Thomas WeatherBug desktop edition is a software application for Windows that allows you to view current weather conditions, see forecasts and receive weather alerts. The program lists hourly, weekend, and 7-day reports and allows you to view
footage with the time address bar of how time has changed in your area. WeatherBug is free to download and install and requires only an active internet connection to work. Visit the WeatherBug client desktop software download site (see Resources). Save the installation file to your
desktop, and then double-click it to start the installation. Close all running programs when prompted, and then click Next. Read the license agreement and privacy policy. Click I accept the License Agreement and Privacy Statement if you accept both, and then click Next. Read the Ask
Toolbar license agreement. You can choose not to install this bundled software by removing the check mark in I accept the terms of the End User License Agreement and you want to install the Ask toolbar. Click Next. Review where installed the files by checking the location listed under
Destination Folder. Click Next to start the installation. Click Finish when Setup informs you that the installation has completed. You have now installed WeatherBug. I have a bit of a weakness for desktops that actually look like desktops. Alec's desktop fits the bill well, and it actually looks
like a desk desk with objects in the corners, while there's still plenty of room to actually work, and a bit of customization to make it personal. If you want a similar look on your Mac, here are the components you'll need:This is a lot of moving parts, but this is a particularly deeply customized
desktop. Even so, the pieces fit well, and if you don't know it by looking at it, you wouldn't think that so many widgets went into it. If you have any questions about any of it, or want to know how Alec managed to make a widget work just like that, or how it works as it does, visit its Kinja blog
(linked below) to ask your questions. Do you have a nice functional and functional desktop to show off? Share it with us! Post it on your personal Kinja blog using the DesktopShowcase tag or add it to our Lifehacker Desktop Show and Tell Flickr pool. Screenshots must be at least 1280x720
and include information about what you used, links to your wallpaper, skins and themes, and any other relevant details. If your amazing desktop catches our eye, you could get it in the foreground! Desktop Alec What People With Cancer Should Know: Cancer Researchers Guide: Get the
latest public health information from CDC: Getting the latest research information from NIH: WeatherBug is a feature-rich weather application, although most people will likely only be interested in the basics. This can be for the best, because some of the most advanced features in
WeatherBug can be confusing and difficult to use. The home screen shows the temperature in your area, the direction and strength of the wind, the high and low for the day, the amount of rain, and the weekly forecast. In a nice touch, WeatherBug displays the temperature on the phone
notification bar, too. At the bottom of the WeatherBug screen is an unlabeled menu icon for weekly forecasts, a radar map, an image from a nearby weather station, and a number of other features. Unfortunately this is where WeatherBug gets a bit confusing: for example, I couldn't
understand why it had a separate section for weekly forecasting when this information was already available on the home screen. After playing with it, however, I found that I could swipe the screen to the right to display even more detailed information about a given day, and then go further
to the right to view the information for now. This is a really useful feature - but a lot of people could download the application and know about it. The screen shows some arrows to indicate that you are supposed to do this, but they are small and easy to miss. Similarly, the radar section looks
like it could be quite interesting, but I'm still trying to figure out how to use it. Perhaps the most aspect, though, is that one of the menu buttons is actually five different buttons that you have to go through - and you have to select the desired option quickly, before the screen goes away. These
features were enough of a pain to select that I did not carefully investigated them, but in the resulting screens the application still provides detailed information about weather-related phenomena such as the amount of pollen in the air, humidity, and dangerous weather alerts. Despite the
confusing design, WeatherBug is definitely worth picking up. Just be ready to spend some time exploring its features, which are not always well publicized. Note: When you buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may get a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy
for more details. Let's love each other. While icons are beautiful, know no language barriers, and are easily recognizable once you're familiar with them, they're limited in the amount of information they can convey. For example, you have five Microsoft Word documents on your desktop and
you used something like a decent description in naming them – the icons are exactly the same and only part of the file name is visible. Until you click on them, you can't know which one is which. If you want a faster, word-oriented view of documents, folders, and programs, you need Easy
Desktop 9.0. Easy Desktop is a launch application on steroids. Give up icons in favor of the start buttons with the full name of the program, file, or folder that you want to start. Easy Desktop 9.0 exists as a single window with 72 start buttons for each of the 9 pages. To define a start button,
simply drag the application file, folder, or icon from the Desktop or Star menu to the start button from which you want to start it. You can change the boot name, as well as various startup parameters, such as whether the program runs normally, full-screen, or minimized. You can also arrange
the start buttons as you want. For example, all programs in one column or page, all documents on another, etc. In addition to the start buttons, Easy Desktop 9.0 provides access to pretty much everything in Windows Control Panel (Network Connections, Screen Settings, etc.) and Windows
Explorer (drives, documents, etc.) via a toolbar at the top of the main window. You can also restart or stop Windows from the toolbar. The main window extends and the size of the text on the launch buttons changes to fit. You don't want to the window too small. As good as Easy Desktop
9.0 is, it would win more fans with a sexier interface. You can change some of the colors and background of the window, but that's about it. I can imagine that much more. Maybe the company could make it skinnable that might make it a little less efficient, but broaden its appeal. It's a
suggestion, not a complaint. I didn't expect how Easy Desktop just like I did. However, being able to see the full names of the links instead of the small text on the Windows desktop was engaging. You might even like it more than you think. Try. --Jon L. Jacobi Note: When you buy
something after clicking links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Simple English labels of files, folders, and applications highlight this startup application. Makes it more efficient to start files, folders, and programs; Use language
instead of Interface icons might be sexier in appearance Weatherbug has been cramming weather applications for years ranging from desktop widgets to mobile applications. They recently released a Windows Mobile Professional version of their weather application, Weatherbug Mobile.
The app puts quite a bit of weather information at your fingertips. Features include: Live local time from over 8,000 Severe Weather Alerts real-time monitoring stations Animated local Live radar and time-lapse images from over 1,000 weather cameras International weather information For
our Impressions of Weatherbug Mobile follow the break. Setting up Weatherbug Mobile is not much different from any other application. Just point your mobile browser and download the application. Install the cab file and your almost done. When you start the application for the first time you
will be asked to enter your location via GPS or manually. Once you set your location, the weather data is downloaded. Weatherbug Layout Weatherbug Mobile's main page gives you current conditions, any weather alerts, and the day's forecast. At the bottom of the screen you will find a
series of icons that will launch into the various levels of Weatherbug Mobile, including application settings. Weatherbug Mobile is also navigable touch for some pages. Unfortunately, it is not completely navigable touch. For example, you can swipe in the extended forecast from the home
screen, but you can't scroll back to the home screen from the extended forecast. To do this, you need to rely on the icon. Weatherbug Mobile's various windows include a detailed, current weather observations; detailed information on any weather warnings; seven-day forecasts (more
detailed forecasts for each day); and weather radar. Currently the weather radar is not animated and it is hoped that this will be a feature of any updates to this application. The radar map is zoomable and although not animated, it gives you a good picture of precipitation/storms in your area.
You also have access various weather cameras if you want to get a picture of what time looks like. The locations are sliding and it would have been nice to have had a drop-down menu to select camera-specific locations. As it is, navigation works, but takes time to find your Location. Overall
impression The more I tinkered with Weatherbug Mobile, the more I liked it. I can live without access to remote cameras and gladly mistake it for animated radar. The amount of weather information this application provides is impressive and should meet most (if not all) of your weather
needs.  If you're looking for an app for your weather needs, Weatherbug Mobile is definitely worth a try. A last but very important detail about Weatherbug Mobile is that it is a free application. You can download it directly by from your mobile browser or find it in the Windows Marketplace for
Mobile by looking for weatherbug.  Keep in mind that this is for Windows phones running Windows Mobile Pro (a.k.a. touch screen phones) and will not run on non-touch Windows Mobile Standard smartphones. We could get a purchase fee using our links. Learn more. More.
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